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ABSTRACT
By utilizing triangular conorrn (briefly l-norm) Zand the notion of preopen

fuzzy covering, we define

a new

type of compactness in the field of fuzzy

topology. We also generalize the Lowens notion of

afizzy compactfizzy

topological space. Moreover, we introduce, among others, the notions of
PS-open and PS-closed fuzzy sets and investigate the PS-closedness

of

strongly l-compact fuzzy sets.
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1. Introduction and Prelirninaries

In 1965, )l,adelt [9] introduced the noticn fuzzy set. Also the following
(:conplement of l) is
i)oiions used i.n the sequel are rlue tc Zadeh: C(z{(x))

| - A{.ri, f.Jr,(r)

:

sup -4,p} and

;J

;.i

,,(')
l^l
ic t

:

t2f A,(t) for anv fuzzv

set

A

and anv

of allfuzzy setsinXby
{A,),.,cf'fuzzysetsiriauniverseX'Wedenotetheclass
function' A
F',(Xi.Inwhat iollows, crisps are identifiecl rvith their characteristics
fuzzy preopen (l3f' [1]' [8])
fuzz-y set L of a fuzzy topoiogicai space (X, r) is called
if A:iintict(A)) vahere intandCi denotetheinteriorandthe closure operators'

cl a preopen iuzzy set is calle d preciosecl 13], equivalently, I
preopen sets of
rs preclose t1 i {)illnt(A)) s l. we denote the family of fuzzy
called afuzzy
(x,t)1cy PO{X,t) AfLtzzy setl in afiszzy topological space ({ z) is
iil .X tf atd ontry if there exists a G e PO(X, r)
ltre-ileigbcttrhootl. af a. fuzzy set B
The conrpiemeni

t] c: G c

such tlrat

A

preopen
C-jearly, a f-a,zzy set in a fuzzy topological space is

if

contained
only if it is a ftzzy pre-neighbourhoo,J of all cf lhe fizzy singleton
of a fuzzy
in it_. Througirout this paper, an arbtttary preopen fuzzy rreighbourhood
rlencted by 1(,4) or H(A). Sinrilarly an arbitrary preopen fiizzy

arrcl

s*,t

A

ir x

is

or 1{xr)'
neighi;curhoorl of a fuzzy singleton x, in X is denoted by N(x)

Defiriiticn

1

:

A triangular norm (brief t-norffi)

t7l

is

a

function Z: [0'

1]2

+ [0' i ]

swck tha!, :

b):

(n)

T{a,

{n)

T(T{a, b),

/rt\

a4b-+T@,A<T(b,O,

{r4}

T{a,

\t

" )

1}:

(commutativitY)

T(b, a)

d):
a.

T (a, T(b,

dfi,

(associativitY)
(rnonotonocitY)

(boundary condition)

.{
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Definition 2 : A traingular conorm (briuJly t-conorm) [7J is afunction
such that :

(s1)

S(a,

(^t2)

S(S(rz, b),

b):

S (a, S(b,

(.S3) a1 b's S(r,d)<
(^S4) S(a,0):

S

: [0,]

]'z

+

[0,

1]

(commutativity)

S (b, a)

d):
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(associativity)

$),

(monotonocity)

S(b,d),

(boundary condition)

a.

2. Some Separation Axioms
Definition 3 : A fitzzy topological space (X, r) is called

:

(l) pre-separated if and only if for ony two fuzzy singletans x6 and y, in X with
dffirent sltpports, there exist two preopenfuzzy neighbourhoods N(x) and H(yr)
such that N(xu)

e

C(H(yr));

(2) quasi-p-seporated if and only

iffor

dffirent

ttny two fuzzy singletons xu and yrin X with
supports, there exist two preopenfuzzy neighbourltoods N(x) and H(y)

.such rhat

N

k) c

Ch
'. Y) and Hh

)

c Ch).
' d

(3) weakly quasi-p-sepctrated if and only

iffor

any tv,ofuzzy singletons xuand yrin

X with dffirent supports, there exist a preopenfuzzy neighhourhoods N(x) such
that N(x) ; C(yr) or there exists a preopen fuzzy neighbourhood H(yr) such that

H(v)cC(x)
The proofs of the foilowing results can be shown easily and therefore omitted.

Theorem 2.1 : Afuzzy topological space (X,

r) is quasi-p-separated if and only

if

every (crisp) singleton in X is preclosed.

Theorem 2.2 : For any strongly compact crisp set K in a pre-separated fuzzy
topological space (X,r) and any fuzzy singleton xu in X such that x uc C(K), there
exist two preopenfuzzy neighbourhoods N

{x)

and H(IQ such that

N(x)e

C(H(IQ).
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Theorem 2.3 : A strongly compact crisp set in a pre-separated fuzzy topological
space is preclosed.
But we are also interested to prove the same resuits for fuzzy sets. Therefore,

we improve the above definitions by relaxation of the "different supports"
requirement. For doing this, we use the classical equivalences

x+y

:

e {,}c c({y})o {y}= c({,})

Now we have the following equivalences for any two fu2ry singletons x, andyr:
x6

q c(tv

ilo ,, s c({r, })o (, + v)rt(("= /)^(s +v < 1))

Definition 4 : Afuzzy topological space (X,r) is called

:

(l) pre-separated if and only iffor any twofuzzy singletons xuand yrin X such that
xuc. C$,,r), there exist two preopenfuzzy neighbourhoods N(x) and H(yr) such
rhar

N(x,)

c

C(H(v..));

(2) quasi-p-separated if and only
that

x

iffor

any twofuzzy singletons xuandyrinXsuch

ue C(!r),there exist two preopenfuzzy neighbourhoods N(x)

that N

k)

and

H(y) such

c. Ctu ) and H(v ) c C(x-).
'U

(3) weakly quasi-p-separated if and only

iffor

any twofuzzy singletons xuand yrin

X such that xu.: C(yr), there exists two preopenfuzzy neighbourhood N(x) such

g C(yr) or there exists a preopenfuzzy
Hh ) c Ck).
\d
that N(xu)

neighbourhood H(yr) such that

Remark 2.4 : Observe that any pre-separated fuzzy topological space is quasi-pseparated and any quasi-p-separated fuzzy topological space is weakly quasi-pseparated.

Proposition 2.5 : Afuzzy topological space (X,t) is quasi-p-separated if and only
every fuzzy singleton in X is preclosed.

if
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Proof : Let (X,r) be quasi-p-separated and x, be a fuzzy singleton in X. For
any fuzzy singleton y, such that lrc C(xu ), there exists a preopen fizzy
neighbourhood I(yr) such that H(y) e C(xu ). This means that C(x, ) is a fvzzy
pre-neighbourhood of all the fuzzy singletons contained in it. Therefore, C(x, ) is

inXis
C(yr). Then

preopen andx, is preclosed. Conversely, assume that every fuzzy singleton
preclosed. Let

x, andy, be two

fuzzy singletons inXsuch thatx,

I

). By hiptesis, the fuzzy sets C(xu) and Cl,'r) are
preopen. This gives us the possibility to set N(xr) : COr) and H$r): C(xu). It is
true that N(xr) G Cgr) and H(yr) q C(xu).Therefore, (x,r) is quasi-p-separated.

it is also true that lrc

C(xu

3. Pre-regular and Pre-normal Fuzzy Topological Spaces

Definition 5 : A fuzzy topological space (X, r) is called pre-regular if and only
if for any fuzzy singleton x uin x and any preclosedfuzzy set F in x such that xu
c C(n, there exist two preopen fuzzy neighbourhoods N(xu) and H(F) such
that N(xu)

e C@(n).

Proposition 3.1 : Any weakly quasi-p-separated and pre-regularfuzzy topological
space is pre-separated.
Proof : Suppose that (X,r) is weakly quasi-p-separated and pre-regtlar fuzzy
topological space. Let x, and yrbe two fuzzy singletons in X such that xu e COr).
Since (X,c) is weakly quasi-p-separated, we can assume that there exists a preopen
fuzzy neighbourhood N(xu) such that N(xr)g C(yr). Set F: C(N(xu)). Since l7 is
preclosed and xu e

C(n, the pre-reguiarity of (X,r) implies that there exist two

preopen fuzzy neighbourhoods D(xu) and E(F) such that D(xu)E C@(n). Moreover,
we have that y, E C(,V(xu)) : F : E(F) Now this implies that E(n is a preopen

fuzzy neighbourhood of yu. Therefore, (X,r) is pre-separated.

Definition 6 : Afuzzy topological spoce (X,r) is called pre-normal if and only iffor
any two preclosed fuzzy sets A and B in X such that A e C(B), there exist two
preopenfuzzy neighbourhoods N (A) and H(B) such that N(A) C(H(B)).

=

:T
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Proposition 3.2 : Any qttasi-p-separated
ard pre-,ormarfuzzy topctrogicar space
is
pre-regular.
Proo-f Suppose that (x,r) is quasi-p-separated
and pre-no rmal fuzzy
"
topoiogical space. Let xrbe a fuzzy singleton
in xand F be a or""r"r"iirr, ,";
,
such that xue C(F). By proposition
2.5, we have that xuis preclosed. By the
pre_
normality of (x,r), there exist two preope
n fuzzy neighbourhoods ,v(xr) and H(tr)
such that N(x) e C(H(n). Therefore
, (X,r) is pre_regular.
Remark 3.3 : It fottowsfrom propositiott

3.r attd 3.2 that any quasi_p-separated

and pre-normal .fuzzy topological
spqce is pre_s,eparcrtecl.

4' strongly compact Fuzzy sets in pre-separa
ted,FuzzyTopological spaces
Definition 7 : Afamity of preopen-fuzzy
sets (p,),., in afuzzy topological
spaces
(x'r) is called a preopenfuzzy covering of afuzzy
set A in x if and onty qf n
.

u,,

Definition B : A sttffintily of p,eopettfuzzy
covering af afuzzy set A
still q preopenfuzzy covering of A is called

i, x

that is

a subcovering.

Definition 9 : A fuzzy set A in a
fttzzy toporogicar space (x,r) is cailed strongry
compact i,f and only if any preopen.fttzzy
coverirtg of A has afirite
subcovering.

Lemma 4'1 : For any-fuzzy A in x ancr
any singreton xuin
following hotds ; ,
r, .

x

such

that xue c(A),

the

= ,,gr,rr

Theorem 4'2 : For any strongry compact
fuzzy set A in a pre-separated fuzzy
topological space (x,c) and any
fuzzy singreton xu in x such ,ho, ,uE c(A), there
exist two preopen-fuzzy neighbourhoorts
N(xu) and H(A) such that N (x) c c(HQo).
Proof .' Suppose that a strongry compact
fuzzy setA in a pre-separated
fuzzy toporoeical space (x,r) and'a singreton
xuin X such that x, e c(A).By Lemma
4.1, we have Ac.
9_-,) r, a *6.C(r,
U, &. For any ftizzysingleton/rinXsuch
)y €C(r6
)

*d.frl61t
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that x.o-c C(v
" I')

,

neighbourhoods

Ac_
-v1

u(yr). By the fact that,4 is strongiy compact, there exists a finite

U

eC(r6

it follows by Definition 4 that there exist two preopen fizzy
N,, (,u ) and Her) such that Nr, (ru )c c(I/(y ). Notice that

)

family (r,, I=, such that o=Ui'(r.n)' Suppose that u('t)=U a(l-) u"a
n

lr(r,

)=[l

-

N''n (ru ). fnen we have that

i=1

lr(r, )= [l N'*

(,u

i=1

)=;

c@(y,,))=

t(U

"0,n

))=

c(a(z)

topological
coroilary 4.3 : Any strongly compactfuzzy set in a pre-separatedfuzzy
space is precloscd.

Proof:AssumethatAisastronglycompactfuzzysetinapre-separated
By Theorem 4'2' we have that
fuzzy topological space (X,r). For any *u
=C(A)'
that
there exist two preop en ftzzy neighbourhoods i/(xu) and H(A) such
that C(A) is a fuzzv pre)-C(ru(,A.))e C(A). Hence, we have shown
=
C('4) is
neighbourhood of all of the fuzzy singletons contained in it' Therefore,
xu

N(xa

preopen and thus ,4 is Preclosed.
5.

StronglyT-CompactFuzzy Sets in Pre-separated Fuzzy Topological Spaces

ln: 976,Lowen [5] offered a way to associate afizzy topology with a given
He defined
topology and also to associate a topology with a givetflizzy topology.
two functors r, 6 and the notion of a topologically generated fuzzy topological
be the class of all fuzzy
space. Let r(X)be the class of all topologies on x and o(,Y)

topologiesonX,Bylwedenotetotopologicalspace(I'T)with1:[0'1]and
T,: {la,l): a e [0, ] ] u { 1 }. The functor 6 : 4E -t o (X) is defined as an association
mappings
of 6 (X,r): (X, 6, (T)) with 6 (r): Co(6,r), I ) the set of all continuous
1

ftom (X,t) into

.1

.
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If we change open sets with preopen sels in Lower 3 construction mentioned
above under the condition that ({r) is submaximai, we have the following notion
which is equivalent with Loweru 3 notion of topologically generat ed fuzzy topological
spaces [5].

Definition 70 : Afuzzy topological space (X,r) is called topologically pre-generated
fuzzy topological space if there exists a submaximal preopen topology t such that
(x,r) : (x,n(.t)).
one can observe readily a gap inNanda's definltion [6] of a strongly compact
fuzzy topological space since one does not have that if (x,r) is strongly compact
topological space then (x,o(r)) is a strongiy compact fuzzy topologicai space. Now
we introduce an alternative form of strongly compact called strong compactness in
order ot remove the mentioned gap.

il

Definition

: A fuzzy set A in a -furry topological space (X,,c) is called fuzzy
strongly corupact if and only if for any preopenfuzzy covering (P,),.,of A and any

fuzzy constant luin X, with p e [0,1] there exists afinite subfamily (P)'.y, t""1, tnat
,t

A -truc

l,

U

C where A

-lu is the fuzzy set defined by A -l

u

@)

: max(A(x)

- lt" 0).

i=1

Notice that

I

u

is a fuzzy set with constent degree of membership lt

As a generahzation of the classical notion strongly compact topological
space, we have introduced the notion of fizzy strong compactness, i.e., a fuzzy
topological space (X,r) is finzy strongly compact if and only if ail fuzzy constants
in X are fuzzy strongly compact.
We have also obtained the

following alternative definitionfor fizzy strongly

compactness.

Definition 12 : A fuzzy set A in a fuzzy topological space (X,t) is called fuzzy
strongly compact if and only iffor any preopenfuzzy covering (P,),u, of A and any

.-.-#it
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fuzzy constant I u in X, with p €

[0,

1] there exists

a

SPACES

finite subfamily

71

(1)|! t""t

,1,

that A-lu C U

, where A-lu ls the fuzzy set defined by

e

i=1

A-ru|)= tn c(r-(r))= min(e(x)r - p).
It should be noted that the I-intersection with
fuzzy sets AandB inXis afiizzy set

B(r)). Theinclusions l-1u
12 canbe written

as

G

U ,

ln.

T as a r-norm [7] of two

An, B(x) :

T(A(x),

U ,inDefinitions

11 and

B inXdefinedby

and

A-1u e

follows, A Ar lr-u= U C , where r is Lukasie wicz t-norm w,

defined by w(x,y) :

,,

max (x + y - 1,0) in A *1u-.

L'

U

'i=I

C

and the minimum operator

nlL

M in

A-

1u

eU f
j-l

A11 these

motivate to give the following definition which is

not a categorical approach.

Definition 13 : Let T be s t-norm. Afuzzy set A in a.fuzzy topological space (X,r) is
called strongly T-compoct if and only iffor any preop.enfuzzy covering (p,),., o.f A
and any fuzzy constot'Lt

1

,,

in

x,

**itk p e 10,11 there exists

a

finite ,subfamily (q)lly,

,il

such that

Aar7,

C

Ue
i=l

clearly, any strongly compact fuzzy
to any t-norm 7-

set is

strongly z-compact with respect

-l':.
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Nou.. *l,e give a generalization of a fuzzy strongly compact

space as

fuzzytopological

folitws.

Definition 14 : Lt:.t f

be a t-nrsrm^ Afuzzy topological space

(X,r) is called strongly

T-ccrwi{iacl ,,{ a.rLi- ;!'all Juzzy constains in X are strongly T-compact.

6. PS-opert end PS-elosed Fuzzy Sets

fiiefiniiion 'i5

t-conormlTl. Afuzzy set A in afuzzy topological space
if *nd only if for any fuzzy singleton xuc A and any fuzzy

. i-,r:i S be q

{{ r) rs cqit:zd ?,ii- itp,-.,1

element r rrt ,Y, v,iilh lt e i0,1], there exists a preopen fuzzy neighbourhood NrGu)
s6ck ikat ,\,, i..q ii; ,4 '.*.,, i,, . ,4 is callecl PS-closetl if anct onty if C(A) is PS-open.
L

Cbs*rve ihai

a.rry

preopen (resp. preclosed) fuzzy set is PS-open (resp.PS-

ciosed) wtth :r-,siJ*ct io any l-conorm
lr:':::rj+sitioft 6

i

S.

: [a] Any fuzzy set A in X can be decomposed in terrns of the fuzzy

sin;4letttus cctt't!*in.ed in

it i.e.,

I:

L,| ,u
x6

Proposition 6.2

.

f-"et

.

eA

S be a t-conorm. Afuzzy set

A in afuzzy topological space

, in X, with p' elO,ll, there
exis[s a preapen fuzzy neighbourhaoci Nt{A) such ihat Nt(A)A c- Awl r(X,t)

r-r

PS-open

if and onty if for

any fuzzy constattt

1

Froal' . Ltt A- be a PS-open and 1, be anv fuzzy constant in X, with p

.

[0,1] '

ittzz'y sing'teir:rr xu c ,4, there exists a preopen fuzzy teighbourhood {(ru)
sliLri:i ihrit Ar(rr) e ,4ut,1u, By Proposition 6 1, A can be decomposed in terms of the

Foi

a.;ry

.-'.il',r;tr.i.ri.f;{1

iuzz;7 :;irr91ct.on as

A

-.

,..-) u,
r:i

::4

folicws

:

r; l*j ffu(ru )= I r-.', iu
ri

e

,4

.fr
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This shows that we have obtained a preopen fuzzy neighbourhood

ar-(z): U
t-

lr-(ru ),3uch that Nu(ru)= Aw,1.u. The couverse can be proved

-A

by the same token.
Thecrrem 6.3 : Let T be a t-norm. For any strongly T-compactfuzzy set A fn a pre-

separatedfuzzy topological space (X,t) and anyfuzzy singletons xuin X such that

x, c. C(,1) , and any fttzzy constcnt I u in X, with p " lO,i], there
fuzzlt neighbourhoods{,(rJ ana

HIA-,

1u

(ru
) such thqt N*

)

exist two preopen

e clruQ^.

lu

)

Proof : Let A be a strongly l-compact fuzzy set in a pre-separated fuzzy
topological space (X,r) and x, be any fuzzy singleton in X such that x, c C(A).
Assume that 1, is a fuzzy constant in X, with ,u e ]0,i]. By Lemma 4'1, we have

A= U !, = U /r.For
x6 ec(r6
cC(r6
)

.r,y

)

by Definition 4 there exist two preopen fuzzy netghbourhoods
suchthat

N-(rr)e

c(ri,

)).our".r"

that

Ac U
cc(r5
-r,.,

is strongly I-compact, there exists a finite
An,ru=

xu.Ch),

anyfuzzysingletonyrinXsuchthat

,b,, ).rct rt(t n,t _):U
U
i=l

{(xr)

and HS,'r)

H(r,).nvtn" factthatA
)

(r*I-, such that

family

/1(y,, )u,,4 Nu(xu

):n

N,,,* (ru

),

i=1

then we have

N-G,):n

nL,, (,u

).0 t(r(r,, ) = .[!
i=l

Recall that the dual l-conorm T*af a l-norm
11).

_.-..-_*L-__

ru(y *) = c(ru

lis

defined by

(t..

,,,

)))

T*(x,y): l-T(l-X,l-y)
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corollary 6.4 : Let T be a t-norm and its duar
t-conorm T*. Any strongry T_compact
fuzzy set in pre-separatedfuzzy toporogicar space is
T*-precrosecr"

Proo.f

Let A be a strongly .-coinpact fuzzy set
in a pre-sep arated, fuzzy
topoiogical space (x,'t). For any fu;.zy singleton
x, in x such irru, ,, ; c(et)
any fuzzy constant, r: *, *r-y
^ra
10, 1.j, by Theorem 6.3 there exists two fuzzy
y
le
neighbourhoods
{ ,(xu) and H\A ^. t,_,, )such that
"

c(u (ao, 1,-,,) e c(e.. 1,-u = c (al,.t
)
=
*
so we have pro'e<1 thai i,'{r) is 7-* preopen
and therefore l is ?,*-preclosed.
4-u

(ru )
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